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INFORMED DECISIONS, 
IMPROVED OUTCOMES

The amount of data being produced today 
by organizations of all sizes and specialties  
is not just unprecedented in history, but may  
in fact be the defining characteristic of our era.  
It is clear now, and will be even more so as time 
goes on, that the organizations that successfully 
harness it, learn fromit, and apply it will be the  
ones that rise to the top.

Our Big Data Analytics practice has been developed in close coordination
with Splunk, the leading machine data analysis and accessibility company
in the world. Zivaro was the first partner in North America to reach the

highest levels of Elite partnership with Splunk by designing and deploying
its solutions to a network of private and public sector clients in industries

governed by regulatory compliance (e.g., PCI, SAS-70, GLBA,HIPAA, FISMA, etc.).

THIS IS WHERE ZIVARO SHINES

END-TO-END SPLUNK SOLUTIONS

•     Architecture, engineering, health-check, 
assessments, design and implementation 
services, use case development

•   Development and customizations,  
including customized search, alerts  
and dashboards and any other specific  
use case or compliance needs

•  Software licensing

•  Compliance audit readiness    

•   Professional services integration 
for Splunk Enterprise and premium 
applications like Enterprise Security (ES),  
IT Service Intelligence (ITSI), VMware  
and PCI   

•   Customized training and Splunk  
Certified Education services

•   Optimization of existing Splunk 
environments

Operational and
Security Intelligence

•     Splunk’s 1st Elite and one of the most  
credentialed partner in North America,  
with more than 140 certifications across  
sales, engineering, architecture,  
administration and consulting

•   Splunk Authorized Training Provider with  
in-depth, customizable training solutions 
available on-site, virtually or at our  
training center

•   Certified delivery resources across virtually 
all Splunk premium applications including 
Enterprise Security, PCI, VMware and IT 
Service Intelligence (ITSI)

•   Cisco Gold Partner (Master Certifications in 
Security, Cloud Builder and Collaboration); 
Expertise in Cisco Identity Services Engine 
(ISE) and SourceFire technologies

•    First Splunk Elite Public  
Sector Partner in U.S.

•   Recognized with six  
Splunk Partner Awards

WHY ZIVARO
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Zivaro empowers organizations to embrace proactivity 
with our custom-built, scalable IT monitoring and analytics 
solution set. But we don’t stop there. We also ensure that 
staff is trained in deriving operational value and insight 
from the solutions to make better decisions faster.  
Our proprietary methodology and unparalleled expertise 
mean that you’ll gain dramatically improved situational 
awareness not just of your operating environment  
but also in other areas in which a competitive  
advantage could be leveraged.

Our Splunk solutions work to establish real-time 
security visibility across your organization so that 
you quickly detect and respond to threats, map and 
search correlations, review incidents and manage risk, 
fraud and compliance regulations. And with Zivaro’s 
deep experience with security and management tools, 
including our Cisco Master Certification in Security, 
you’ll be able to anticipate, plan for and circumvent 
security and disaster scenarios to gain market share 
and assuage regulators.

Splunk solutions from Zivaro are designed to rapidly improve decision-making around service and application
performance and optimization. We build a flexible, agile application and KPI-centric view of your organization 
to quickly provide intelligence about your true business value – and how your service and application 
performance is affecting it. Our offerings deliver the right people and reporting, to understand  
and improve the customer experience – from the ground up and the inside out.

OPERATIONAL INSIGHT & VISIBILITY

SERVICE & APPLICATION INSIGHT

SECURITY POSTURE ENHANCEMENT

BIG DATA ANALYTICS SUCCESS STORIES

ABOUT US

Operational and
Security Intelligence

•     Core Splunk and Enterprise Security 
assessment, design, training and 
implementation services for oil and gas 
company to enhance its security posture

•     Custom reporting and dashboard design 
services for satellite service provider and 
broadcaster

•     Enterprise Security application and Core 
Splunk roll-out for large aerospace entity to 
enable effective monitoring of operations 
and security/logging compliance

•     Compliance audit readiness assessment 
utilizing Core Splunk for large financial 
services firm in preparation for SAS-70  
Type I and Type II audits

•     Splunk-certified education and training for 
top communications company to empower 
hundreds of employees to gain ROI from  
the Splunk deployment

•     Security Operation Center (SOC) design 
with machine data as the centerpiece for all 
use cases around identity, access, advanced 
persistent threat (APT) and forensics

•     Splunk Cloud design 
services to provide  
real-time security posture 
across both internal and 
external border networks for 
Federal agency

•     IT Service Intelligence 
design and implementation 
for a Fortune 100 
organization’s next 
generation service offering 
proving end-to-end 
application and infrastructure 
visibility to elevate customer 
experience

CONTACT US         p: 877.603.1984    e: sales@zivaro.com    w: www.zivaro.com 

Learn more at www.zivaro.com

Zivaro provides industry-leading consulting and technology services that help clients derive real business value 
from their technology investments. With a deep foundation in both networking and data center technologies, 
Zivaro supports clients across a spectrum of industries with IT strategy, planning, private and cloud 
architectures, implementation and IT operations.


